The effects of strychnine on neurons in cat somatosensory cortex and its interaction with the inhibitory amino acids, glycine, taurine and beta-alanine.
In area 3b of primary somatosensory cortex, neurons may be classified as either rapidly adapting or slowly adapting to sustained stimuli and may be differentiated further by the presence or absence of a receptive field and by their threshold of activation. It is also possible to use the rate of adaptation of the background activity to a sustained stimulus to divide the cortex into slowly adapting regions or rapidly adapting regions. By blocking GABA-mediated inhibition with iontophoretically administered bicuculline methiodide, others have observed an increase in receptive field size in rapidly adapting regions but not in slowly adapting regions. The present study was designed to look for a different inhibitory transmitter which might control receptive field size in slowly adapting regions. Iontophoretically delivered strychnine was employed as an antagonist because it interferes with glycine-like inhibitory transmitters such as glycine, taurine and beta-alanine. Pharmacological tests were performed on 157 neurons in two series of experiments. In the first series three effects were documented. (i) In rapidly adapting regions, the size of the receptive field increased in 11 out of 25 cases whereas none of the 20 receptive fields tested in slowly adapting regions enlarged. (ii) In 13 of 24 cases a receptive field was revealed for previously unresponsive neurons in rapidly adapting regions whereas only 5 of 22 unresponsive cells tested in slowly adapting regions developed a receptive field. (iii) In 15 of 25 cells with receptive fields tested in rapidly adapting zones, strychnine reduced the threshold for somatic stimuli but only 8 of 20 cells isolated in slowly adapting zones showed this effect. In a second series of experiments, the effect of beta-alanine, glycine and taurine was examined on neurons of the rapidly adapting regions. beta-Alanine and taurine reduced the excitability of all neurons tested. Glycine inhibited most neurons. However, strychnine only antagonized the inhibitory effects of beta-alanine on responses to peripheral stimuli (9 of 11 cases). When neurons could not be driven by peripheral stimuli, the inhibition of spontaneous or glutamate-induced activity could not be blocked by strychnine (0 of 18 cases). We suggest that glycine-like amino acids contribute to the control of receptive field size and the control of neuronal excitability in rapidly adapting regions but not in slowly adapting regions. Our data suggest that strychnine-sensitive synapses are limited only to a subset of cortical neurons driven by somatic inputs.